8 years driving
innovation,
research and
training.
IT PromOTeS
scientific and
technological
development and
innovation.

It awards

funds for research,
scholarships and
innovative business
projects.

It gathers

and coordinates players
involved in knowledge
development.

A story that
begins here!
!
Historical
moment!
The birth of
ANII

2008

Beginning of the
application of funds
to support projects

A key year for
knowledge and
development

2005
2006

Creation
of the
Innovation
Cabinet

Ministry of
Culture and
Education

National Council
for Innovation,
Science and
Technology
(CONICYT)

National
Strategic Plan
for Science,
Technology
and Innovation

Ministry of
Industry,
Energy and
Mining

Ministry of
Agriculture,
Livestock and
Fisheries

National
Government
Local
Governments
Workers
Business People

Ministry of
Economy and
Finance

Office of
Planning and
Budget

Ministry of
Health
Joined in

2010

Creation of
the National
Research and
Innovation
Agency (ANII)

Investment

in knowledge
and innovation

ANII

working together
with other bodies,
is in charge of
executing this plan

Between

ANII applied a total of:

USD 119,384,177
USD 78,336
for each business day since
it started working

Promoting innovation
ANII promotes the innovation culture
so businesses can develop in local,
regional and international markets.
Between

26.8
million
dollars
committed
to support

435
business
projects

50%

An equivalent amount
was contributed by
the companies

of the businesses supported by ANII are
micro or small enterprises which have
been operating for less than 10 years.

The importance of innovating.
More innovation, more working
opportunities.

59%
50% 43%
of beneficiaries
increased their
local market
share

were able to go
international

73%

of the beneficiary
businesses have
generated new job
positions starting
from an innovative
project supported
by ANII

of the businesses would not have
been able to complete their
projects without ANII’s support

According to
the last survey
carried out among
beneficiares

4.2

are the average
new positions
created per
approved project

Each work
position meant
an

USD
2,548
investment
by ANII

More innovation,
more profitability.

73%

of the companies
showed an important
increase in their
income thanks to the
innovation project
supported by ANII

91%

66%

of the businesses
applied new
technologies

60%

extended the
range of products
offered in the
market

of the businesses
improved the
quality of their
product

57%

of the business people
increased their productive
capacity as a consequence
of their project

41%
of the
businesses
reduced
production
costs in an
average of
16%

Extending and fitting
innovation in

ANII brings
knowledge and
innovation closer
to the productive
sector

PROMOTION
OF ALLIANCES

TECHNOLOGICAL
NETWORKS

TECHNOLOGICAL
CENTERS

Alliances between businesses and
institutions focused on research
are fostered and funded. Thus, the
objectives are to solve issues of the
businesses, and to develop products
or innovative processes.

Technological Networks from
different sectors of our economy
are funded. This way, different
institutions and businesses that
make part of the same value
chain get together.

Technological Centers aim at
contributing to the productive chains
in terms of technological development,
and improvement of management
and competitiveness of businesses in
Uruguay.

ANII connects Uruguayan
businesses with science
and technology, and with
scientists and researchers

Fostering the
entrepreneurial culture
Program of
Support to Future
Business People

USD 8,000,000

Commitments
New incubation
capacities

Bringing
foreign
entrepreneurs
to Uruguay

Supporting
entities that
focus on
mobilizing
funding

Coordinating the
network of support
to future business
people (RAFE, for its
acronym in Spanish)

Each dollar invested by
ANII in businesses that
are at least 3 years old
have multiplied by 12.
60% of the entrepreneurs stated
that without the subsidy it would
have taken much longer to
create the business.

Fostering the
innovative culture
Commerce
and
Services

The National
Innovation
Award is being
granted since
2010

It is possible
to innovate
in Uruguay

Exporters

Public
Interest

Industries

NOVA
Awards
Local and
Human
Development

Entrepreneurs

Agriculture

ICT

37

businesses and
organizations
have been
granted the
Nova award

Promoting
Research
Between

59,638,724

DOLLARS

ANII funds projects
that generate
new knowledge
for the scientific
and technological
research areas.

19,312,630 38,903,082 1,423,012
dollars
committed
to support
592 research
projects

dollars
committed
to the National
Researchers
System

dollars
committed
to support
popularization
projects

Boosting
research

69%

of researchers
ascribe their
partaking in new
research to the
project funded
by ANII

87%

67%

of researchers
broke into research
networks as a result
of their project

of the projects
resulted in at least
one publication

3,39

were the average
publications per
research project

73%

of the researchers
would not have
carried out the
project without
ANII’s support

2007
The National
Researchers
System (SNI)
is created

1,637

SNI
Natural
and Exact
Sciences

Researchers
by area of
knowledge

A system that grants financial
incentives, through competitive
examinations, to Uruguayan
researchers for the production of
knowledge in any cognitive area.

Social
Sciences

Agricultural
Sciences

Medical
and Health
Sciences

Technology
and
Engineering

35% 22% 12% 12% 10% 9%

classified researchers

active

associated

Researchers that live
in the country and
receive a monthly
financial incentive
funded by ANII.

Active researchers
that live abroad.
They do not receive
financial aid.

Human
Sciences

26-45

46-65

Researchers
classified
by age

53%

42%

Researchers
classified
by sex

45%

55%

+65

5%

Fostering training
ANII
Fosters human
resources training
for research and
development

Beneficiaries
per age

21-25

40%
26-30

37%

2008
2013
Beneficiaries
Millions of
dollars
committed
Average per
scholarship
in dollars

Manages national
and international
postgraduate
scholarships

Promotes teaching
practices in labs

Encourages the
arrival of experts
and teachers

2,181
23,157,533

10,500

Strengthens
educational
programs

Connecting with the world

Countries with which ANII holds exchange
programs, scholarships, conventions and
agreements.

ANII PROMOTES

Agreements and conventions
with countries, international
bodies, institutions and
agencies

Visits by international
experts

Scholarship management
throughout the world

Nowadays, Uruguayans have access
to the most important institutions and
centers of the world in the fields of science,
technology and innovation.

Democratizing knowledge
in the country
PortalTimbó

11,500,000
invested in Timbó

2009

year when it went live

1,089,011
DOWNLOADS

54%

Support to different events
related to ANII’s target audience

With TIMBÓ, every Uruguayan
has free access to the latest
international scientific
bibliography

100%

of the downloads were
carried out by UDELAR
(University of the Republic) users

7.02
dollars is the cost per
download per article

1st

country in
the world to
achieve this!

www.timbo.org.uy

282

USD 560,816
invested

events supported by ANII

Popularization Program to take
scientific and technological
knowledge to a wider audience

78

USD 1,423,012

COMMITTED

Amount of Popularization projects
supported by ANII

Inside
ANII

Management
of the Human
Resources

Payment
terms

53

34

team members

8 1

INTERNS

research fellow

34

years old is the team
members’ average age

58%
61%

graduated from
university

www.anii.org.uy

34%

are undergoing
university studies

2
4

Transparency

days is the average
time it takes us to
process payments
days is the time
that takes to be
received by the
beneficiary

80

is the average
number of projects
managed by each
executive per year

Financial and
Accounting
audits

by
external
auditors

Publication of

27

public
documents
related to
monitoring and
assessment

by the
General
Accounting
Office

RESULTS:

reports
returned

without
remarks

Management
reports

Surveys

Activities’
follow-up

Impact
assessment

www.anii.org.uy

